
PRACTICE EXAM 1

TIPS FOR USING PRACTICE TESTS:
• This is a real exam given a few years ago. It is meant to help you learn my testing style and is not meant to be a

comprehensive guide to all the answers you will need to know.

• Every quarter is slightly different, based on students’ interests and the questions that arise in our class
discussions. Some topics that we cover in class this quarter are not covered on this practice test. There may be some
questions on this test about material we didn’t cover. If things look unfamiliar, or you have questions about them,
feel free to ask.

• The best way to use a practice test is as a diagnostic tool to help guide your study. Study a little bit than close your
books. Take the test with a time limit and grade it (the answer key is on the last page). In this way you will find out
which topics you need to study further, and which type of questions give you trouble.

• Really think about the questions. It is a wasted exercise if you read the questions then immediately hunt through
your book or notes for something that matches. What you want to do is to find out if you have the information
accessible in your BRAIN.

• Your test may have a couple questions that are fill-in or short essay. I’ve included just a couple of this kind of
question on this practice test.

OCEANOGRAPHY 101A NAME____________________
EXAM 1  STUDENT NUMBER ___________
1997 LAB SECTION_______
Read all questions carefully and choose the BEST answer.
When you have finished the test, you will turn in both the question sheets and the mark-sense form, so please be sure
your NAME, STUDENT NUMBER, and LAB SECTION are on both.
GOOD LUCK!

1. Approximately __% of the surface area of the earth is below sea level.
a. 10 b. 30 c. 50 d. 70 e. 90

2. If the earth had no ocean
a. life would be more abundant, since life in the oceans is more "dilute" than life on continents
b. there would be no atmosphere
c. the range of surface temperatures on earth would be much greater than it is now
d. there would be no spreading centers

3. The earth's magnetic field is believed to be generated in the
a. asthenosphere b. troposphere c. outer core d. mesosphere e. crust

4. Plate tectonics influences
a. the size and shape of the ocean basins d. sediment accumulation rates
b. the migration of organisms e. all of the above
c. circulation in the oceans

5. The oceanic lithosphere is generated at divergent plate boundaries, whereas
continental lithosphere is generated at convergent plate boundaries.

a. True b. False



6. The hydrologic cycle is the movement of
a. water through an organism
b. organisms through the water
c. water through the various reservoirs of the hydrosphere
d. water from the earth's interior to the surface through volcanic eruptions
e. hydrogenous sediments along the seafloor

Questions 7-10:  MATCH the phenomena on the left to the most appropriate source of energy on the right.  Any answer
can be used more than once if necessary.

7. convection in the mantle
8. photosynthesis
9. formation of evaporites
10. hotspot volcanism

a. solar radiation
b. heat from radioactive decay
c. heat of gravitational
    acceleration

11. When an exotic terrane collides with and accretes to a continent, a massive folded mountain range results.  As
such a mountain range grows in height, the MOHO  would

a. become shallower c. be the location of strike-slip earthquakes
b. become deeper d. melt

12. Which of the following statements about geologic history is correct?
a. The earth is approximately 4.6 x 106 years old.
b. Sea floor spreading first began with the breakup of Pangaea in the Mesozoic Era.
c. The oceans did not exist until 200 x 106 years ago
d. Life on earth began about 570 million years ago, at the end of the PreCambrian Era.
e. The beginning of the Paleozoic was marked by the evolution of marine organisms that could take calcium

carbonate or silica from seawater & use it to secrete shells.

13. Earthquakes occur
a. only in the lithosphere d. where stresses build up in the middle of tectonic plates
b. only in continental crust e. in the lithosphere, asthenosphere and mesosphere
c. only in oceanic crust

14. The deepest parts of the seafloor tend to be the youngest oceanic crust. a. True b. False

15. Which of the following is the single best evidence in support of the concept of Sea Floor Spreading?
a. the apparent jigsaw-puzzle fit of the continental edges
b. the distribution of fossils in the Gondwana continents
c. the arrangement of magnetic anomalies on the sea floor
d. the difference in composition of rocks that make up the oceanic crust and the continental crust
e. the difference in density of the oceanic crust and the continental crust

16. Some form of H2O occurs in the hydrosphere, biosphere,
atmosphere, and in the earth's interior. a. True b. False

17. Compared to the Atlantic Ocean, the Pacific has
a. a larger area and greater average depth d. a & b
b. more trenches and more frequent tsunamis e. a, b & c
c. more passive continental margins

18. The asthenosphere is
a. the uppermost layer of the earth's atmosphere
b. the pelagic zone just beneath the compensation depth
c. the outer layer of the earth's core.
d. a partially molten "mushy" zone in the upper mantle.
e. the boundary between the crust and the mantle.



19. Compare the land at sites Japan (JJ),
Washington (WW), Peru (PP) and Hawaii (HH)
What do these regions have in common?
a. All have deep compressional earthquakes
b. All are at plate boundaries.
c. All are sites of hotspots.
d. All have explosive volcanic eruptions.
e. All are sites where igneous rocks form.

20. On this Mercator map, the square
        labeled HH was drawn exactly the same size
        as square AA.  In reality the area of HH is
      much larger than the area of AA.
          a. True b. False

21. (There should be a label X on the map on the Pacific side of Central America…seems to be missing) At label X,
sediment cores show a distinct change in character at about 3.5 m.y. ago. Sediments older than 3.5 m.y. are
mainly calcareous ooze, whereas the sediments that have accumulated more recently are mainly siliceous ooze.
This change in the sediments probably occurred because of

a. initiation of hydrothermal activity
b. initiation of upwelling in the water column
c. uplift of the seafloor by isostacy, making it shallower
d. change in climate from a glacial to an interglacial era
e. deepening of the photic zone

22. The Caribbean basin is located southeast of the area labeled M on this map.
It is unusual in that the tectonic plate under the Caribbean is bounded on
two sides by subduction zones and on two sides by transform faults. a. True b. False



23. WRITE the coordinates (lat., long.) of the center of point Q, in degrees & minutes.
________________, ________________

24. EEstimate your bearing (expressed as azimuth) if you were to sail ffrom R to Q.
a. 7° b. 320° c. 150° d. 90°

25. The Sea of Cortez (also known as the Gulf of California) is a small ocean basin where active
hydrothermal vents occur. Tectonically, the Gulf of California is most like the

a. Mediterranean Sea b. Puget Sound, WA c. Persian Gulf       d. Red Sea

26. Consider the information given in the question above, as well as the fact that this is a small,
restricted basin with a fast sedimentation rate.  Which potential resources form in such an
environment?

a. manganese nodules       b. poly-metal sulfides        c. hydrocarbons       d. a & b      e. b & c

27. The label SSAF is situated on the San Andreas Fault.  Comparing the tectonic activity at SAF to that in the Seattle
area, which of the following is true?

a. Both areas are dominated by strike-slip earthquakes, but they are more frequent at SAF.
b. Both areas have deep earthquakes.
c. The San Andreas Fault is the type of plate boundary that produces mafic volcanism, whereas the type of plate

boundary that occurs near Seattle produces felsic volcanism.
d. Both the San Andreas Fault and the Seattle Fault mark the boundary between the  North American Plate and

the Pacific Plate.
e. Both of these areas have shallow earthquakes.

28. The dense communities of organisms that live at hydrothermal vents
a. are supported by the energy that comes from the earth's interior in the form of chemicals.
b. support large populations of bacteria, which move into the area to decompose the dead organic material
c. thrive because of the abundance of radiolaria which produce food there
d. are supported by photosynthesis that utilizes the faint sunlight that reaches the deep ocean

29. Comparing the sediment layer that has accumulated at locations marked 1 and 2 on the map, you would expect the
sediments at 1 to be ___ than the ones at 2.

a. thicker b. thinner c. finer d. more lithogenous e. b & c



The remaining questions refer to the hypothetical section of the ocean shown on the map below.
There are three lines of symbols, XX, Y and Z, which trace three different vvolcanic features.  Take a moment to
figure out what these volcanic features represent, given the facts in the figure legend.

30. Due to isostatic adjustments that occur over geologic time, the volcanic rocks formed at
feature __ will sink as they get older.

a. X b. Y c. Z d. X & Y e. Y & Z

31. Which feature will be associated with a trench?
a. X b. Y c. Z d. X & Y e. Y & Z

32. The compass is drawn on a lithospheric plate that is moving toward the .
a. N b. S c. E d. W e. SE

33. The compass is drawn on a lithospheric plate that is moving at a speed of
a. .5 cm/yr d. 10 cm/yr
b. 1 cm/yr e. not enough information to answer
c. 5 cm/yr

34. Coral atolls would most likely form along which feature  a. X b. Y c. Z

35.  Coral reefs are ecosystems which
a. are based on chemosynthesis
b. are built by coral polyps, which are plants
c. build up from the abyssal plains until they reach sea level
d. are colonized by drifting larva of the coral animals
e. are relatively new, having evolved just since the breakup of Pangaea

36. ESSAY :COMPARE & CONTRAST two types of tectonic features. For this essay CHOOSE TWO  from this list:
mid ocean ridge, hotspot, transform fault, volcanic arc. (10 pts)

(note: you would be given more space than this to write…)
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 1. d
 2. c
 3. c
 4. e
 5. a
 6. c
 7. b
 8. a
 9. a
10. b
11. b
12. e
13. a
14. b
15. c
16. a
17. d
18. d
19. e
20. a.
21. b
22. a
23.     23°30’N  109° 15’W   (the map should be a little bigger, so it would be easier to tell the minutes)
24. c
25. d
26. e
27. e
28. a
29. e
30. d
31. c
32. c
33. c
34. b
35. d
36. Answers will vary according to the 2 tectonic environments choosen….

A hint here: To describe earth systems you should, whenever possible,
 address the 4 elements of context:

• materials
• structure
• processes
• time…

A typical midterm would have 40 multiple choice questions, or
an essay question and 30-35 multiple choice.


